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*Happy to consider recent grads, up to more experienced Energy professionals*Strong salary

plus benefits, including travel allowance or carMon to FriHybrid role with travel across

Scotland (focus on Glasgow and Edinburgh)*Happy to consider applicants with lesser

experience levels who are eager to work through training and development*Here at ISS, as

the UK's premier Facilities Management (FM) provider, we are now looking for an Energy

Manager to come in across multiple prestigious contracts spanning retail and corporate

banking. Here, you would be responsible for the Energy Service provided to the

customer.We offer service streams across Hard and Soft services across the client's property

portfolio from highstreet retail branches to major corporate headquarters.Here, working in a

strong, growing, and experienced Sustainability team you will be taking a lead role in

delivering year-on-year energy-saving reductions to meet client’s ambitious energy and carbon

reduction targets, developing and implementing energy cost-saving measures – advising on

energy solutions, undertaking energy surveys etcThis role is an exciting opportunity for an Energy

professional looking to develop in a developing team within a world class multinational

organisation with opportunity of international travel.There are excellent routes of progression

to Senior Energy Manager and you would receive full training and supportSpecific actions will

include:To identify, develop and implement new energy related opportunities.Carry out all

energy related tasks to ensure service provision and complianceTo motivate and train

colleagues and customer organisations in good energy management practicesMaintain a

thorough understanding of the energy requirements (legal, statutory and technical issues)

which are applicable to and/or affect the Clients business.Promote energy efficiency and
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provide advice and support for the development of energy efficient practicesDevelop and

implement energy saving conservation measures (ECM’s) with associated Return on

Investment (ROI)Develop and advise on energy solutions, developing these into working

projectsUndertake energy surveys in customers premises (offices and retail)Develop and

implement strategic briefs for design guides /standards to meet the customer objectives and

brief customer departments accordingly.Provide full feasibility studies of costed initiatives /

projects to reduce energy usage and/or supply (i.e. embedded generation/ CHP).Project

management and implementation of initiatives.The ability to provide monitoring and

verification through the full cycle of the project to achieve cost and energy efficient

solutions.Maintain a current level of utility market intelligencePlan, monitor and achieve

consumption / emission targetsUnderstand utility supply trading arrangementsAnalyse utility

profiles and benchmark against known data,We need from you:An intermediate level of energy

experience, ideally in the FM sector with industry recognised certification proving helpfulISS

is a world-leading workplace and facility management company, connecting people and

places to make the world work better. Working with customers day by day, side by side, we

understand every aspect of the user experience. Through a unique combination of intelligent

solutions, high standards and people who care, to help our customers achieve their purpose,

whether it’s hospitals healing patients, businesses producing the next great innovation, or

airports bringing passengers home to their families. ISS is committed to doing business the

right way, taking its corporate responsibility very seriously. Our passion is people. We offer you

a challenging and exciting career in an organisation with people at its heart. In ISS, everyone

has the opportunity to develop, grow and make a difference. #ISSGreatPeople #ISSTalent

#PeopleMakePlaces
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